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MPD26
USB/MIDI PAD CoNtRoLLER
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ThE PROdUCER’S iNSTRUMENT. The MPd26 is a Midi-over-USB pad controller with 
genuine MPC pads. it’s perfect for producers, programmers, musicians and dJs. its blend 
of intuitive MPC controls and technologies meshes with easy USB connectivity to bring the 
feel of classic beat making to the world of computer music production. The heart of the 
MPd26 is its bank of 16 velocity and pressure-sensitive MPC pads, an Akai Professional 
exclusive. The MPd26 also features the MPC series’ assignable Q-Link controllers, 
enabling you to control nearly any parameters in your software in real time. The MPd26 
features MPC Note Repeat, a capability that enables the MPd to automatically perform a 
rhythmic pattern, such as 16th notes on a hi-hat, for accuracy and speed of entry. MPC 
Swing is sometimes referred to as “the heart and soul of hip hop” because it turns perfectly 
aligned sequences into human-feeling time alignments. The MPd26 is the perfect interface 
between your creativity and the computer-based studio. its blend of intuitive MPC controls 
and technologies meshes with easy USB computer connectivity to deliver the control 
instrument you need.

Access 64 samples on 16 pressure and velocity-sensitive MPC pads with four banks each•	

MPC technologies include Note Repeat, Swing, 16 Level, Full Level, and tap tempo•	

Control virtually any 12 software parameters on assignable Q-Link knobs and faders•	

Dedicated transport controls transmit MMC and MIDI to DAW and sequencing applications•	

MIDI output over USB and traditional DIN MIDI I/o for controlling software and hardware•	

Backlit, easy-to-read screen•	

USB bus powered, class compliant: plug and play with one USB cable•	

Comes with Ableton Live Lite and Editor Librarian software•	

All information is preliminary and subject to change. Computer not included. P: [401] 658.4032 // F: [401] 658.4033
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